perts, whose chief business it is to balance theory against theory, and to sit on a philosopher's chair holding out a critical balance which, by reason of its/-scientific superfineness, can never be deflected towards definite action either on the right hand or the left. To them belongs the humbler, but not less practical, responsibility of putting in operation the actual science of the times as it is understood. The science of the times believes in street watering and disinfectants. The public is under the impression that for lack of street watering and disinfectants it is put to suffering and expense which it ought by no means to be called upon to bear. Let the County Council and the local authorities deal with facts as they are, and with science as it is immediately understood. If, after all this is done, the public still suffers, we shall at least have the satisfaction of knowing that the public authorities have grappled manfully with their responsibilities, and that the best has been done for the general well-being which the science of the times has attained to.
